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It is obvious that the dramatically escalating interest in solid state storage. Well comprehend the data integrity
is the biggest concern for enterprise customers, our engineers have designed a number of experiments and
carried out for algorism optimization. Seven years of painstaking research and four year of practice, we have
had varied experience in flash memory design.
MemSolid is technology set for PBlaze4 reliability optimization. What optimizations and new protection
scheme have applied on PBlaze4? Let’s check it out.

Enhanced Power Failure Protection
Graceful removal of power can send commands from host system to SSD to give sufficient time to prepare for
shutdown. This allows the SSD to flush data which in transition or in temporary buffers to the NAND flash
memory. However, due to unexpected power loss without prior command notification, data currently in
transition from host to NAND media or in temporary buffers which are not fully committed NAND media are
vulnerable to being lost. Unsafe power outages or shutdowns can cause critical data loss. So SSD needs to
have an effective methodology to ensure data integrity against sudden power loss.
To minimize potential data loss during unsafe power outages or shutdowns, the PBlaze4 series includes a
power-fail detection circuit with power loss capacitor. As Fig.1 shows, the e-Fuse module constantly monitors
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SSD’s supply voltage. If the circuit voltage falls below defined threshold voltage, thus predicts unexpected
power loss is imminent. Switch (SW) is closed, e-Fuse shuts down to disengage the host power supply source
and use backup capacitor power supply. Then the capacitor starts to discharge to provide sufficient power
(capacitance) to SSD for flushing data currently in transition or in temporary buffers to NAND media. When
SSD power is restored, the capacitor starts to charge the current.

Fig.1 Capacitor Engagement Sequence Power Failure Protection (PFP)

Metadata Protection
Single-level cell (SLC), multi-level cell (MLC) are two types of NAND flash storage designed to store 1 or 2
bits in one cell. SLC has superior write speed and longevity but with lower capacity. MLC provides twice
capacity of SLC but the tradeoff is cell lifetime, while it is sufficient for many applications including enterprise
storage environments. Pseudo-SLC (pSLC) is a variant of MLC which can bring SLC’s speed and durability
to MLC. Typical write endurance about pSLC is about half of SLC’s 60,000 compared to MLC’s 3000.
As NVMe1.1 specified, Metadata is contextual information about firmware and a particular LBA of data, it
includes information on wear leveling, error correction, translation tables, logical to physical mapping of data
(FTL), read/erase counts, free/bad block bitmap, and so on. Metadata correctness is critical to the system
reliability and its size scales with SSD capacity. Fast construction of the metadata when booting up would be
necessary in many application scenario. Taking these into account, pSLC is chosen to store metadata.
With a single controller, PBlaze4 Series splits the memory array (die or LUN) into two sections, providing a
high-reliability section which is initialized to pSLC mode and a high-capacity section which is MLC, shows as
Fig.2. So important metadata information that changes more often is stored in the pSLC partition.

Fig.2 Split pSLC and MLC Flash Mode with The Same Controller
To better protect metadata, PBlaze4 Series adopts Multi-copy technology for metadata redundancy and
performance improvement. As Fig.3 illustrates. If metadata read request to one of the LUN failed, it can be
serviced by another LUN which will be requested in the set. The metadata continues effective as long as at
least one LUN is functioning.
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Fig.3 Multi-Copy Principle

Randomize
NAND stores the data by removing or putting electrons on its floating gate, thus the flash is sensitive to certain
data pattern. So it is easy lead to imbalance of electric quantity if input a certain signal continuously (such as
all “0” or all “1”), thereby decline anti-interference performance, lower the data reliability stored in flash. The
Bit Error Rate (BER) increased significantly from the product level. However, it is very common data pattern
in actually applications such as all “0”/”1” or other fixed data patterns. By leveraging randomization, it will
effectively decrease the occurrence of the same data in succession.
PBlaze4 adopts unique data randomization scheme for endurance and interference mitigation of MLC. As
Fig.4 illustrated, the randomizer contains a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR). At first, a randomizer value
is computed by the LFSR with a seed value before each read or write operation. Then combined with input
data, these two values are XORed to generate an output data value which is called Pseudo Random Noise
(PRN). So that approximately an even number of one and zero values are written to any bit in Flash.

Fig.4 Randomization Process and Example
Experiments has been taken on 2x-nm NAND flash memory devices illustrate the effectiveness of
randomization. From Fig.5, the test results show that after randomize the Raw Bit Error Rate (RBER) is
reduced up to 86% compared to conventional program/erase (P/E) cycling.
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Fig.5 Randomization Comparison in 2x-nm Flash

Read Disturb Protection
Read disturb is the phenomenon that when a bit is read, there is a possibility it can change the state of an
adjacent bit. The more times a bit is read, the greater the possibility that it will flip an adjacent bit. On the other
hand, the number of P/E cycles also has effect on read disturb possibility. Fig.6 reflects the influence from
read cycles and P/E cycles on bit errors occurrence.

Fig.6 Probability of Bit Errors According to Read Cycles and P/E in MLC Media
4 curves with different color represents the possibility of a bit error as a function of the number of read cycles
after different levels of P/E cycles. The bottom red line shows under 0 P/E cycle, read disturbs will occur before
8 million read cycles in a NAND flash. While from the green line we can see that as the number of P/E cycles
increase to 2000, read disturbs appears at low numbers of reads. Comparing the top purple line with bottom
red line, as P/E cycles up to 6000, the probably of a read disturb error increases to a full three orders of
magnitude higher than that of the zero P/E condition. All curves are ascending as read cycles increases. Read
disturbs are clearly very sensitive to the number of P/E cycles and read cycles of the block.
Thus dynamical read count threshold is defined and limited to reduce read disturb. If exceeding the rule-ofthumb cycle count, then move the block to another location and erase the original block. As mentioned above,
strong BCH ECC is utilized to correct this error once appears. By leveraging read disturb protection algorithm,
PBlaze4 can greatly prevent and reduce the possibility of a read disturb event.
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Read Retry
For 2-bit multi-level cell (MLC) NAND flash memory, electric potential fluctuations at the floating gate can
occur more easily than 1-bit single-level cell (SLC). Due to P/E cycling, charge loss over time, or program
interference from the programming of neighboring cells, the threshold voltage distributions are distorted. So
along with high-speed control, read retry function is essential for ensuring data reliability when using the latest
MLC type NAND flash memory.
As Fig.7 illustrated, when the threshold voltage distributions are distorted, the distributions can shift even
distribution tails can enter the previously non-overlapping distribution margin regions, crossing the fixed read
reference voltage levels. As a result, a cell that stored one logical value can be misread as storing a different
logical value, such as a cell reading “10” might now read “00”. This is what causes bit-flips and occurs read
error. Read retry can shift the read reference voltages dynamically until a passing read point is found. Such
that read errors are decreased or even eliminated.

Fig.7 Voltage Distribution Shift Comparison
Fig.8 is test results about data retention capability on different 19nm flashes. By leveraging read retry, the
data retention increased by an order of magnitude.

Fig.8 Data Retention Capability Comparison With and Without Read Retry
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Data Retention Enhanced
Data retention is defined as retaining data for the expected life of NAND Flash device in power-off situations.
There is a phenomenon that no charge loss and gain on cell over time, the electron stores on floating gate will
leakage slowly. That is, if no operation on device within data retention time, bit errors may appear on data
preserved in device. The bit error rate is related with the wear degree of tunnel oxide in flash cell, namely, P/E
cycles. Infrequently cycled blocks have longer retention and frequently cycled blocks have shorter retention.
Furthermore, flash data retention is known to degrade over temperature. In the Fig.9, the influence caused by
temperature is thermally modeled based on Arrhenius law and equation. The corner cases for 85°C is slightly
over 52hs. Generally, MLC NAND can provide 1 year data retention capability at 40℃.

Fig.9 Flash Data Retention vs Temperature
PBlaze4 adopts an especial algorithm to improve data retention time. When the data in NAND flash has not
changed for a certain time, data transfer process will be trigger to do a program/erase operation. This periodic
process is invisible to users and can ensure data integrity even exceed the maximum data retention time.
Meantime, strong ECC (100 bits/4KB BCH) provides double protection on reliability.

Strong BCH Error Correcting Code
PBlaze4 series utilizes the latest MLC enterprise NAND. There is a known possibility that data stored in
NANDs can get incorrect (randomly and spontaneously) due to program/read disturb, P/E cycles increased
and data retention. At the same time, the bit errors increase as NAND flash memory scales below 2xnm
process technology and transitions to 3-bit per cell architectures. So NAND requires ECC (Error-Correcting
Code) to ensure data integrity. The error correction capability (number of bit errors that can be corrected)
depends on the ECC algorithm used.
PBlaze4 Series utilizes Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) as ECC algorithm. The BCH can correct
multiple bit errors and are widely used on MLC NAND flash. The biggest advantage of BCH is that it can
correct any combination of errors (burst or separate) within error correction capability and it is also simple to
decode and implement.
PBlaze4 Series supports 100 bits per 4KB BCH error correction. On previous generation PBlaze3 Series, the
error correction is 43 bits per 1KB. The future PBlaze5 Series will adopt LDPC, which is more powerful ECC
algorithm and can correct more errors with the same number of parity bits.
Memblaze PBlaze Series

PBlaze3

PBlaze4

PBlaze5

ECC Utilized

BCH: 43bits/1KB

BCH: 100bits/4KB

LDPC
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RAIN
The stability and reliability of NAND needs to be guaranteed with many ways. ECC can correct burst or
separate errors within error correction capability, but for whole page error, even block error such massive bit
errors only can leverage the redundant array of independent NAND (RAIN) protection, which is a RAID-like
scheme that offers device-level data protection. Although they are rare possibility events, still needs to be
considered to avoid data loss.
The same as PBlaze3, which Memblaze’s last generation SSD series, the user data is distributed across the
LUNs and stores parity information for each data stripe on different LUN in the NAND by utilizing RAID5. As
Fig.10 shows, PBlaze4 adopts N+1 RAID group where N is user data elements. The labeled P represents
parity data being generated and embedded with user data. What is import to understand is that the RAID
group number N+1 is a parameter which is selected according to a myriad of factors, after many different
group number were considered during design, the final implemented value can provide a good balance
between performance and capacity.

Fig.10 RAID5 among LUNs
Compared to PBlaze3, the RAIN optimization of PBlaze4 is that the RAID group can change dynamically when
broken user data element appears, as shown in Fig.11. If one element of the strip is flagged as uncorrectable
error, it will be marked broken and not being used anymore, and the data will be recovered via the parity
process of using check/match formula of RAIN (XOR) algorithm on the remaining data, the newly recovered
data is then stored in over-provisioning(OP) on the drive. To enhance the fault-tolerant capability, the RAID
group will change to (N-1) + 1 dynamically. When new data element failure appears, RAID group number will
reduce in 1 until reach the threshold group number. As for PBlaze3, RAID group configuration is static, the
bad block will be marked as read-only and cannot be used anymore, and then a new physical block is mapped
to replace previous bad block. While dynamic RAID group can decrease the mapping overhead between LUNs
and RAID group.

Fig.11 Failure Recovery with Dynamic RAID Group
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With this advanced technology, PBlaze4 enhances the data integrity which is a key attribute that enterprise
customers require.

Wear Leveling
As it is known that NAND flash memory has a finite number of Program/Erase cycles, at the same time, read
disturb error appears more easily and data retention capability reduces as the P/E cycles increase. Due to
exist hot and cold data, the flash is used often for hot data storage will first wear out. When the P/E number is
exceeded, the reliability of the cells starts to decrease and will eventually become unusable (bad block),
requiring the entire block to be replaced by spare blocks.
How to manage the flash wear out phenomenon? The answer is Wear Leveling (WL), which tries to even out
the distribution of P/E operations on all available blocks in the flash drive thereby maximizing whole SSD
endurance. There are two type of WL, static and dynamic, which are both utilized on PBlaze4.
As mentioned earlier that FTL is used to map Logical Block Address (LBA) to Physical Block Address (PBA).
When applying Dynamic WL, new data are written to free data blocks. The target block to store new data is
chosen based on its P/E cycles. After the new data is written, map entry links to new PBA, and original PBA
with old data is marked as invalid data. Dynamic wear leveling addresses the issue of repeated writes to the
same blocks by redirecting new writes to different physical blocks, thus avoiding premature wear out of the
actively used blocks. Import to note is that only the dynamic data being recycled to avoid additional wear.
Since PBlaze4 utilizes global FTL (details refer to Technical White Paper_MemSpeed), the ware out is more
evenly.
What about static data, which unchanged for long periods of time. The static wear leveling moves static data
to new location. So that the original block can be used for data that is changed more frequently.
We can see from the Fig.12 that all data blocks wear out evenly by leveraging WL.

Fig.12 without Wear Leveling VS with Wear Leveling

Fast Recovery
In order to maintain data in an SSD up-to-date and durable after reboot, no matter reboot normally or caused
by power failure, metadata (FTL) is crucial for data reconstruction. A novel metadata update algorism is
designed and utilized on PBlaze4 to immensely shorten the recovery time after reboot.
As FTL is running on DDR and will be changed frequently during using. As shown in Fig.13, once the FTL
data frame has changed, the updated data frame will be flushed to NAND Flash, which is the area (log or
journal) for journaling on SSD. After a transient failure, updated FTL can be reconstructed according to logged
updates. So reconstruct the FTL is as quickly as possible in the event of an emergency shutdown or sudden
power loss.
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Fig.13 FTL Fast Reconstruction after Reboot
Not only reduce recovery time by leveraging this innovative fast recovery algorism, but also improves SSD
reliability simultaneously.

High Temperature Protection
We already got the conclusion from Fig.14 that data retention capability decreased as temperature increased.
In the same meantime, circuit my damage due to excessive heat dissipation.

Fig. 14 Thermal Throttling Technique
A dynamic Thermal Throttling (TT) technique is implements in PBlaze4. As Fig,14 illustrated, following
NVMe1.1, when the first temperature threshold (user define) is exceeded, a critical warning event is issued to
host, then system will downgrade performance in linear steps dynamically. Performance will raise back after
temperature decreased automatically.
When the second temperature threshold (internal hard threshold) is reached, all read/write operations will be
ceased immediately, in case of data loss from overheating. The device will re-workable after technician checks
the thermal environment.
Core and board temperature can be achieved via specified S.M.A.R.T info.

PBlaze Series

PBlaze4

Critical Warning
Temperature

Performance Rise Back
Temperature

(T1st threshold)

(Trestore)

MAX(Core, Board): 70℃

MAX(Core, Board) < 70℃

Freeze Temperature
(T2nd threshold)
MAX(Core, Board): 100℃

Firmware Protection
As previous described, unsafe power outages can cause critical data loss. So besides ensuring data integrity
via enhanced power failure technology during firmware upgrade, protection scheme also being implemented
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by firmware itself. As known that flash has data retention limitation and read disturb possibility, thus also a
reason why needs to protect firmware.
NVMe1.2 defines a firmware slot as a location in the controller to store a firmware image. As Fig.15 illustrates,
PBlaze4 adopts multi-slot for firmware image storage. Some slots are read only or hold the specified firmware
version which must be retained in case of needing to revert to prior image, such as unexpected power loss.
During upgrade, firstly confirm the available slot that is writable and the firmware is not running. This slot is
chose for firmware download. The validity of firmware image is verified by means of CRC and digital signature
after download. When the slot is marked as active, the active firmware slot will switch (activate) from the slot
which currently in use to the slot assigned to download image. PBlaze4 requires system hot reboot during
firmware upgrade.

Fig.15 Firmware Protection Scheme
The same as metadata protection, firmware to improve protection by adding redundancy, shown as Fig.15.
Taking advantage of pSLC’s speed and durability, stores firmware in pSLC mode NAND as metadata.
(Details about pSLC and multi-copy, please refer to Metadata Protection section.)

By utilizing those variety of innovative reliability features and technologies (including but not limited to).
PBlaze4 is what you can trust with your most mission critical data.
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IOPS, throughput, latency are three basic metrics that often described for SSD performance. For enterprise
systems, which typically run under high load 24/7, performance is often listed as a prime selection criteria,
along with reliability. Not only higher the IOPS and throughput, lower the latency, but also guarantee the
performance consistency ability. So amount of researches, simulations and validations have been taken to
verify optimized algorithm.
MemSpeed is technology set for PBlaze4 performance optimization. What technologies are utilized to improve
performance? Let’s have a closer look.

Write Cache
To accelerate overall system performance, “caching” mechanism is designed and utilized. It is a pairing of a
high-speed storage medium with a lower-speed storage medium. By enabling “Write Cache”, commands
received from application will be temporarily placed in the faster cache memory (DRAM on the SSD’s) rather
than written directly to the slower permanent storage (NAND chips of SSDs), shows as Fig.1. The use of this
feature does not affect the life or capacity of the SSD and maximize both system and SSD performance.

Fig.1 Write cache
There is no need to worry about volatile storage medium DRAM will lose its contents in the transient absence
of power, since enhanced Power Failure Protection (details refer to Technical White Paper-Memsolid) is
adopts on PBlaze4. Data store in the DRAM cache have sufficient time to be flushed (saved) to storage (NAND)
in the event of sudden power loss.

High Performance FTL
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There is a characteristic of SSD that in order to write to an area in the physical media, it must be erased on a
block before. So writes to the same Logical Block Address (LBA) will be mapped to different physical locations
on the flash media (PBA). The flash translation layer (FTL) is a hardware/software layer which is responsible
for the logical to physical mapping of data. How to improve FTL performance.
Global FTL
What does the “Global FTL” represent? It is a new algorism utilized on PBlaze4. The global FTL is relative to
partition FTL on PBlaze3, the different is direct mapping between logical and physical address. As Fig.2 shows,
LBA to PBA as one-to-one global mapping, all PBAs on SSD can be selected for LBA mapping.
Advantageously, this simple mapping allows a straightforward access between the logical sector identifier and
its physical location in an address translation table. Meantime, increasing the IO randomization and thereby
the ware out is more evenly and maximizing whole SSD endurance.

Fig.2 Global Mapping between LBA and PBA

Flash Channel QoS
What is Flash Channel QoS?
SSD has a Quality of Service (QoS) parameter which is the requirement that a given application complete all
requested processes under steady and consistent performance within a specified time limit. Usually, SSD
QoS is given as a maximum response time under the certain confidence level of 99% or 99.99% (“2 nines or
4 nines” of confidence level).
Flash channel QoS is the ability to guarantee the consistently performance and reduce latency jitter, it is
realized as scheduler process.
How to guarantee the flash channel QoS?
The scheduler process can guarantee a certain level of performance to message flow. We can see from Fig.3
that scheduler is used to decide which request should be put in the per LUN command queue. How to schedule?
The schedule process will start according to different request priority scheme after receive amounts of write,
read, erase commands. User data has the higher priority, as write cache mechanism is utilized, completion
acknowledge (ACK) will be sent back to upper level application before the data has been successfully written
to flash. It is transparent process for user that flush data from cache to NAND. During this process, scheduler
will take effective to control message flow at the background. The set of prioritized request then be transferred
to relevant target LUN queue. Each LUN has limited queue depth to process, every time the scheduler
dispatches one request on per LUN command queue.
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Same as no traffic lights on the crossroads, it causes cars get into accidents and traffic jam, no schedule
process will lead to message flow congestion. So congestion and flow control are key mechanism used to
regulate the message flow NAND inside to improve performance.

Fig.3 Scheduler Queuing Process

Adaptive Smooth Technology
What is “Latency Jitter”? “Latency Jitter” is an important indicator of the enterprise level flash storage. It is a
phenomenon that during read and write operations, appears I0 latency exceeds several times or dozens of
times that of normal latency. How it appears? The major reason is that the GC operation is ongoing during
flash device exchanges data with host. GC capability affects normal operations and thereby produce IO
latency jitter. How to optimize? Adaptive Smooth Technology is designed on PBlaze4, with Scheduler Process
together to reduce the latency jitter.
Memblaze owns the patent of latency smooth technology, the kernel of algorithm is IO input and GC operations
are adjusted adaptively according to IO latency. Similar as negative feedback system, which tends to reduce
the fluctuations in the output, caused by changes in the input to promotes stability. As is shown in Fig.4,
latency smooth will balance input IO and GC when high IO latency appears.

Fig.4 Negative Feedback like Adaptive Smooth Technology
Below Fig.5 is latency jitter test result on PBlaze4 series with FIO tool. By utilizing adaptive smooth
technology, latency curve is relatively smooth and low latency jitter is obtained to improve performance.
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Fig.5 PBlaze4 Latency jitter under Random Read and Write

Multi-core Computing
The computer industry has moved towards multiple cores for increased performance, power efficiency and
compute capacity in recent years. The same as computer, multi-core architecture is also designed and
implemented on PBlaze4 for energy-efficient performance. More compute capacity is being provided via more
processor cores, as well as advanced processor core and cache design.

Fig.6 Multi-core Processor Complex
The processor complex of PBlaze4 contains 16 embedded processors. Multiple instructions can run at the
same time with multiple cores, increasing overall speed for programs.

Hardware Multi-Q
Why adopts hardware multi-Q?
The IO performance of storage devices has accelerated from hundreds of IOPS sever years ago, to hundreds
of thousands of IOPS today. This sharp increase is primarily due to the development of NAND flash devices.
While originally designed single core architecture on host end has become a bottleneck to overall storage
system performance, thus the reason why multi-core is designed to hand tens of millions of IOPS, besides, a
queue pair per core can avoid locking and ensure process integrity. As host increases the process speed by
multiple order of magnitude, the NAND flash devices also need to improve process capability. Hardware multiqueue is the mechanism that PBlaze4 utilized to optimize performance.
How does multi-Q work?
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Since the hardware multi-Q is related with host multi-core. To explain this theory, we’d better start with single
queue process from host to device.

Fig.7 Hardware Multi-queue Mechanism
As shown in Fig.7, pre-allocated Submission Queues is circular buffer with a fixed slot size that the host
software uses to submit commands for execution by the controller. Single queue process from host to device
can be described as below steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Firstly, host issues a new command and inserts to an appropriate Submission Queue.
Then host calls doorbell and indicates to controller that a new command is submitted for processing.
After receive the doorbell notification, controller fetches the command in the Submission Queue from
host memory for future execution.
Then controller executes the fetched command.
After the command has completed execution, the controller writes a completion queue entry to the
associated Completion Queue
The controller optionally generates an interrupt to the host to indicate that there is a completion queue
entry to process.
After that, the host processes the completion queue entry in the Completion Queue.
In the end, the host writes Doorbell indicates that the completion queue entry has been processed to
release completion entry.

So multi-core system has multi-queue pair per core, on the hardware end, the hardware multi-queue is
implemented as Queue Engines. The Submission Queue Engines fetches the commands from multiSubmission Queue at super-high frequency, and send the fetched command to different process units.
Similarly, reply from process units is collected by Completion Queue Engines and send back to host
Completion Queue.
The same as FTL write completion reply that adopts write cache mechanism, the completion entry will send
back to Completion Queue before the data has been successfully written to flash, latency is reduced obviously.
What is more?
PBlaze4 supports 1 Admin Queue, 128 Submission Queues and 128 Completion Queues respectively.
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Enterprise SSDs are generally measured at Steady State under a full workload for seven days a week for 24
hours per day operation. So not only achieve high performance, but also ensure consistently high IOPS and
throughout, as well as latency smooth is algorism assurance during design, together with MemSolid
technologies to meet enterprise constant usage requirement.
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